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ABSTRACT

This thesis paper will explain my set design process for Temple University’s 2014
production of Macbeth. I will cover the steps from receiving the assignment to opening
night and evaluate its purpose in my education toward a Master’s of Fine Arts.
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CHAPTER 1
INITIAL ASSIGNMENT

In the middle of spring semester 2013 I received my design assignments for the
following year. I was thrilled to be designing the Philadelphia debut of Tarell Alvin
McCraney’s Brother/Sister Plays trilogy for my first Temple University production and
Shakespeare’s Macbeth for my thesis. I was thrilled because my portfolio of realized
productions was full of book musicals and children’s theatre, with very few classical
drama production designs. Because I was completing the MFA program in two years, my
first realized design for Temple and my culminating thesis design would be back-to-back
productions. In addition, I had to complete realized productions over my summer
between academic years and present them to the department faculty. This made for a lot
of designing all at once. My goal in earning my MFA was to have the credentials to
teach at the collegiate level, so teaching a course of which I would be the instructor of
record was very important to me. All of these requirements and goals meant my fall
semester of 2013 included presenting my set designs and processes for three productions
over the summer, designing a trilogy of plays for three different directors while learning
Temple’s academic design process which for pedagogical reasons has many more steps
than the professional process I was used to. In addition it included teaching an allinclusive lecture course to 35 students that I had never taught, taking the usual full load
of graduate courses, working 20 hours per week in the scene shop as my assistantship,
mounting and opening that trilogy. All this while designing my thesis production of
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Macbeth. The initial assignment on that little slip of paper handed to me on February
20th, 2013 was much bigger than a couple of show titles. It was: Thrive!
The details of the production assignment at that point consisted of the theatre
space and the design team. Macbeth was going to be performed on the larger of our
department’s two proscenium stages, the Tomlinson Theatre, and open on February 14th,
2014. Our design team under the direction of Dan Kern was going to be Assistant
Professor John Hoey as lighting designer, and third year graduate student Katie Dowse as
costume designer and myself as set designer. Macbeth would also be Dowse’s thesis
production. Kern was on sabbatical the semester I received the assignment but I knew of
him because he had directed the last production of the semester before. I had meant to
compliment him on opening night of that show but in an attempt to be genuine in my
expression of how dark a comedy the show really was I inadvertently insulted him. My
hope was he had forgotten our exchange amongst a night full of accolades and
celebrations, me being an unknown first semester graduate student. This was indeed,
thankfully, the case. I had taken class from Hoey so I already had a rapport with him and
was confident we would collaborate well together. I was excited to work with Katie and
navigate the thesis process concurrently on the same show. All four of us had many more
immediate projects so after an exchange of enthusiasm over email we each set out on our
own processes.
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CHAPTER 2
PRODUCTION CONCEPT

It is pretty customary for a set designer to come up with a concept for a
production. At least this is what I have been taught by all four of the scene design
professors I have studied under during undergraduate and graduate school. I have not
always found directors to adhere so strictly to this convention. Some have had themes
they want to create within, some looked at me strangely when I ask about articulating a
concept for the world of the play, some have worked with me to develop a clear concept
in our early meetings, some have been full of ideas and just need a draftsman and model
maker. But never has a director handed me a written concept. I always develop a concept
to center my design around; whether or not I concretely share that with the director
depends on the situation. This concept is for me the world of the play for that particular
production. This term “world” refers to the reality the characters live in and includes but
is not limited to social norms, time period (whether historical, a mixture of many, or a
made-up future), geographic culture (again historic like Han Dynasty China, or a mixture
of many or imaginary), laws of time and space, language and anything else that defines
what does and does not exist.
Kern had a very clear vision that the characters in Macbeth would be warriors
from the ancient and barbaric Pict culture of Scotland. The world of this production
would be one where violence was the norm, where there was a constant struggle to
survive against all other people yet there is an underlying interest to establish order. He
knew that one of the best, and subconscious, ways to establish a world was through
3

sound. He wanted drums, sounds of battle, thunderstorms and surfaces of the whole set
playable by the actors to create percussive, raw sounds. He wanted the scenes to flow
into one another, with no cumbersome set changes. Ambition, power, and violence were
the words he emphasized. He said this story was a tear in the fabric of fate and the
witches’ opening scene kicks that off for us.
During our early meetings around themes and concepts, Katie Dowse joined us.
A major component to Macbeth and often a central design feature is the interpretation of
the witches. They are often considered to be different, but conceptually connected to the
rest of the characters in the play and defining them can more clearly define a production’s
reality. Dowse had developed the idea that the witches were the essence of woad. Woad
was a common name for a plant that was used by the Pict people to make a blue paste to
paint their bodies with, hence the name Pict, which meant “painted people”. Our
speculation was that intimidation factor from painted warriors gave the Picts a lot of their
power. Woad and by association the color blue started to have greater meaning in our
production.
I compiled my notes from these meetings and my research of Pict culture and
Scotland and created a concept for myself. The cliffs of Scotland’s topography led me to
a concept of precipice. One could be at their height of power but never sure if they were
not about to plummet to their death. I set out to create a raw world where barbarians
fought to the death for power, where humans were trying to harness nature, where
defenses were important but deteriorating. My color scheme included warm browns and
cold steel greys, with deep red as an accent and blue as an indication of mystical power. I
also decide that the stage was going to be a transformable space, not a literal place
4

because so many locations had to occur in rapid succession. Kern had agreed that the
transferable space served the momentum of the show. He and I then started my design
process with the intention of bringing these concepts to the stage.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Theatrical design development is not a linear process. Most begin with reading a
script and most end with an opening night. But what happens in between those two
events is often a mixture of impulses, reactions, interpretations, ideas, sketches,
discoveries, experiments, explorations, errors, two dimensional illustrations and three
dimensional models, draftings, edits, changes, battles with physics, imagining, building,
fixing, painting, rehearsing, tweaking, collaborating, testing, backtracking, fine-tuning,
problem solving and on and on. I will describe in this chapter and the next the particular
process of this production of Macbeth. Since the linear re-telling would take nearly as
long as the as the ten-month process of creating the production I will break it into
sections, only ascertainable as divisible after a post-production analysis.
The design process at Temple is structured by three deadlines to keep the process
on schedule. I will refer to the preliminary, rough and final deadlines in that order. In
the case of this production the final deadline for the set design was originally set for
November 1st, 2013. I was told this deadline was set slightly earlier than usual relative to
the start of build because I would be in technical rehearsals for the aforementioned trilogy
during the that time. There would simply not be enough hours in a day for me to be in
classes, shop hours, technical rehearsals and also finish all the drafting and model and
painter’s elevation for Macbeth. I appreciated the foresight. The rough deadline was two
weeks before the final deadline, and the preliminary deadline two weeks before the
6

rough. These deadlines were presentations to the entire production team. For reasons
never clearly explained to me, one week before my final deadline that deadline was
moved. I made a case to keep the deadline as scheduled because I knew I would not have
time to make changes in that extra week but moving the deadline allowed those changes
to be requested. Both meetings were kept on the production calendar as deadlines and I
prepared for the first as my final and treated the second as a repeat presentation, with
only minor changes.

Early and Otherwise Abandoned Ideas
My initial sketches had a very curvilinear ground plan layout. The inspiration of
this was a mixture of the curvilinear stone carvings attributed to the Pict culture, the
round boss in the center of the shields used at the time, and an idea Dan Kern had had
over the summer to adapt a circular stage floor device he had seen in a production. Once
we saw these sketches we quickly decided that the smooth curves did not evoke a feeling
of rawness or violence or barbarians. See Figure 1. The allusion to the setting sun and
the look of that shield boss did however stay in the design. A boss is a circular piece of
metal work, sometimes ornamented with jewels in the center of a shield. The boss
provided a convex protrusion on the front on the shield to attack with and a concave
space on the back of the shield to fit the hand in around a flat handle. See figure 2.
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Figure 1: Early Smooth Curve Sketches

Figure 2: Shields With Shield Bosses

The next idea that did not make it past the preliminary stages of our design
process were my multiple purpose oversized drums. These drums were my solution to
scenery the actors could play as musical instruments and scenery they could quickly
change for each location in the play. The same piece could function as drum, banquet
table, cauldron and interior wall. See Figure 3. The impracticality of building and
spinning these drums and the fact that Kern wanted the drums to be played in all the
scenes, including ones that needed the banquet table, the cauldron and interiors made this
idea unusable.

Figure 3: Sketch of Multipurpose Oversize Drums
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After my rough deadline presentation we re-examined the design through the lens
of too much scenery and hence stage trickery would get in the way of the story. The
production team agreed that Shakespeare’s works do not need elaborate spectacle to
reach the audience. One major change in the design was the arrangement of levels.
Directors usually ask for levels in a set design so that the action of the play can happen
with a variety of stage pictures. Actors can stand, sit or lie down to change their own
levels but platforms above and below the stage can exponentially increase these
possibilities. I had envisioned the murder scenes and battles, which Kern had put such
emphasis on in our early meetings, as moments when warriors would enter by climbing
up over rocky cliffs upstage center, descending down onto their enemies toward the
audience. Interior entrances would occur from under this central cliff. This composition
required a lot of construction and blocked our strongest and most versatile visual element,
the huge shield boss. From this point on, the design incorporated a big open playing area
center stage, steps and mid-height levels on both sides and a second level above on stage
left for the drums.
Another idea that was thrown out at this point was what we called the “fingers
reaching for the crown” idea. It grew out of an adaption of the stick architecture that
would remain in the design. I had arced the vertical sticks so they looked like a crown
and then we thought they started to look like gnarly fingers. We had a lot of fun
developing this idea, creating grasping poses with our own hands and manipulating them
in space, trying to imagine how five or ten larger-then-a-human-sized fingers arching out
towards the audience would look and feel. I made drawings and quick sketch models to
explore configurations of these huge fingers for different scenes. Once Kern and I had
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discussed how we wanted to use these fingers I approached Andrew Laine, our technical
director (TD) to discuss feasibility. He set to work devising circular track system
options, but once I described wanting each finger to also spin independently he informed
me that, although technically do-able, this additional feature was probably beyond our
production’s time, money and shop limitations. All three of us decided that giant moving
fingers was not what we wanted to make Macbeth about.
Two design elements that also got eliminated in the paring down process after my
rough deadline presentation were the idea of fabric on a zip-line as the entrance of the
witches and the decorative legs on either side of the stage. Legs in theatre are vertical
masking, traditionally made of heavy black fabric. Dowse shared ink in water
photographs in her early conceptual research. These images inspired the patterns on the
decorated legs. I designed an intricate and organic red on black pattern to paint on the
stage right and left masking legs. There were many legs on each side of the stage so that
the mysterious arrival of the witches could be more dramatic. I had proposed that the
witches would first appear as weighed billowing fabric darting form the extremes of the
theatre to appear as people on stage at the beginning of the show. This arrival would
require cables to be rigged from three different points in the theatre building, over the
audience, the side of the stage, the fly rail to points on stage behind these decorative legs.
The technical glitches that this effect could pose, the time and expense of this rigging, the
experimenting with fabric and weights, the visual focus that would be pulled from on
stage to these decorative wings, the presence of these wires for the rest of the show, were
all too many distractions from the play itself. These two ideas were fun and interesting
but we knew we needed to let them go.
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One last idea that came into our process late, after the final deadline, but that did
not survive to opening night was war banners. Kern contacted me over the break
between semesters to say that he wanted some banners the warriors could wave around
during the battle scenes to show the opposing sides. Dowse had designed the costume
color scheme to be earth tones with some subtle greens, reds, yellows and purples. These
colors would provide some seemingly meaningless accents to the drab, rough clothes, but
once the characters gathered on stage with their allegiances for the final few battle
scenes, the red and green accents would oppose the yellow and purple accents. I drew up
some prop renderings for a banner for each side. When I attended the designer run, a
rehearsal of the whole show before technical rehearsals for the designers to see how the
show has developed in acting rehearsals, I noticed there was no one set aside to wave
these banners. Asked Kern about this a he decided the banners would not be necessary.
This was the night before the props master was planning to buy a second round of fabric
because the first round was too bright and would not take dye. Thankfully no more
expense or time was wasted.

A Raked Thrust Stage in a Proscenium Theatre
A traditional proscenium theatre is a large cube room with one wall removed,
referred to as the fourth wall, joined with another, usually larger, cube room with its
shared fourth wall also removed. This term “fourth wall” is used both metaphorically
and literally in reference to the barrier between audience and stage. The larger room
where the audience sits is called the house and the first room is called the stage and has
an extremely high ceiling to allow room for the fly loft. The proscenium frames this
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opening between the rooms. One main reason for the proscenium is to mask the
audience’s view of the fly loft and sides of the stage called the wings. The fly loft is so
tall because it houses the fly system, which allows flat scenery to be lift out of sight.
Additional spatial barriers between these two rooms are the apron of the stage, closer to
the audience than the proscenium but still considered part of the stage, and the pit. The
pit gets its name because it is usually lower than the stage and the house floor, situated
between the two. Tomlinson Theatre, where our production of Macbeth was to be
performed is a traditional proscenium theatre with a pit that can be raised up to stage
height. A thrust stage is often also called a three quarter thrust because the audience sits
on three of the four sides of the stage space. The fourth side leads to backstage and is
usually not very deep compared to a proscenium stage, nor equipped with as full a fly
system. For my design of Macbeth I would create a set that used advantages of both
kinds of theatres.
Tomlinson Theatre’s stage width is out of proportion to a human figure, the height
of the proscenium and the depth of the house. It has a reputation for being a difficult
space to fill. Actors and their voices get lost between the stage and the audience. From
the outset Dan Kern had some ideas about how to combat that. He planned to mic the
production like a musical, meaning placing microphones all around the stage and feeding
the spoken words of the actors to speakers all around the house. He also planned on
putting body-mounted microphones on principle characters. He wanted to bring the
action of this production as far out towards the audience as possible. He did not want to
have long drawn out entrances from the side of the stage that would slow down the
momentum of the mounting tension and urgency of Macbeth’s impending doom. I was
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familiar enough with the space to know which of its features we could utilize to our
advantage and which we could eliminate.
I started by removing the first three rows of the center section of seats to design a
stage deck that could be built out over the apron, pit and house floor. Tomlinson has a
seven-foot deep apron and an eight-foot deep pit. Once I removed three rows of seats I
gained nine more feet of depth. Twenty-four feet of stage depth was almost all we
needed. Tomlinson’s proscenium opening is 58 feet wide. I knew I could mask over 11
feet of that space on both sides and still have plenty of playing space. Masking the side
meant no long drawn out entrance for the actors and made the theatre feel more intimate.
Others have narrowed the stage before and even narrowed the house accordingly.
However we had sold out two matinees to school groups so we needed to keep the house
open for those tickets. It also meant I had to tell our Business Manager, Caehlin Bell, as
early on as possible how many seats I was removing and stick to that number because
those tickets were sold before the design was finalized. By thrusting the center of the set
into the house, I had created the look of a thrust stage. The few rows of seats on either
side of the stage, however, were not oriented to face the stage from its sides so the
audience was still getting a proscenium view, from one direction.
This one sided view meant we could still use the fly system for flat scenery,
namely a rear projection screen (RP) and a scrim. We used the RP in a similar way to a
flat cyc, which is a technological advancement on a traditional theatre’s cyclorama. A
historical cyclorama was a curved back wall of a stage that created the illusion of an
infinite space. Light could be aimed at it in different combinations to create colored
backgrounds. The possibilities of moods created by these colored lights are endless. A
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scrim is a woven material that can be lit from behind to appear transparent and solely
from the front to be opaque. I knew John Hoey could take this theatrical convention of a
cyc and scrim combination and use it to good advantage so I included it in my design.
Being able to secure large flat scenery from above meant I could design our central and
most versatile visual element large enough to fill the space. We did not need the fly loft
space to move the scenery in and out of view, but we did use it to move the subsequent
lighting in and out of the space. This allowed a large portion of the stage to be used as
build space for the next show of the season, which would need to be ready for technical
rehearsals just 10 work days after this show closed.
Now that I had created a set design that both required the fly system behind the
proscenium and brought the majority of the playing space in front of the proscenium I
had to deal with the fire curtain. The fire curtain is an eight-inch thick heavy curtain
designed to stop an accidental fire on stage from spreading to the audience. Any scenery
that exists in both the stage space and the apron crosses the path of this fire curtain. It is
not permitted to impede the fire curtain from making a fire-retarding seal between stage
and audience. For this reason I designed all platforms and walls to be in front of this fire
curtain. The access to the upper level of one of these platforms had to be simple and
quick to remove in the event of a fire because it would be in the path of the fire curtain.
Laine and I settled on a thin ladder that would have a quick pin release on the stage floor
and a hinge attachment at its highest point so it could fold out of the way. The one piece
of scenery that had to remain in the path of the fire curtain the whole time was the stage
deck itself. If I had designed the extension of the stage floor to be the same height as the
permanent stage floor then we would have had no challenge. I had designed a slanted
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stage deck, which meant at the location of the fire curtain our stage deck was about 11
inches higher than the stage floor. This technically meant the fire curtain could not seal
to the stage floor. I drafted up a couple of solutions for my first final deadline
presentation, both of which I had pre-checked for effectiveness with Laine, so Kern was
able to quickly make a decision.
The slant of the stage deck I designed for this production is called a rake. Kern
loved the idea of a rake. This makes people who are upstage, farther from the audience,
visible above people who are downstage, closer to the audience. It is where those terms
upstage and downstage came from. Kern believed this raked stage deck would help all
the actors be seen in the many large group scenes like battles and banquets, and help push
the show out into the audience’s laps, especially since the design of the stage space was
busting through the fourth wall. I also like the idea of the rake because in conjunction
with the angled and irregular edge of the deck and the open space of the pit below the
ground of their world felt like an overhanging precipice that could at any point cause
them to fall over the edge. I wanted the set to help create this uneasy feeling that no one
can ever feel truly safe. I wanted the actors to know how to maneuver the space safely
but I think the transition from fight choreography in rehearsals on level ground to
performing on a slanted deck helped them get into character as someone always on guard.
Building out over the pit meant I had created access to the stage from below.
Later in this chapter I will discuss the cauldron and how it became a trap door. Since we
were building our own custom stage deck over the pit we could lower the pit to any level
and cut a hole in our deck for the trap door without having to remove a large plug from
the stage floor and build a custom plug in its place. The lowered pit also meant we could
15

use it for entrances from below and dramatic falling exits. Even though Kern and I
discussed these options in the design process he said he did not want to use the pit as an
entrance because he did not want to imply that anyone came from the under world. This
decision would change late in the process so I’m glad I kept the possibility an option.

The Shield Boss to Change the Setting
Early in the fall 2013 semester Dan Kern emailed me about a burial ground called
Sutton Hoo in the United Kingdom. He had seen photos of artifacts from this burial
ground and of particular interest to him were the shield bosses. These were circular or
semi-spherical pieces of metal work sometimes adorned with jewels. These bosses were
customarily mounted in the center of their circular shields. These beautiful works of the
Iron Age were both visually striking and easily adaptable to our early idea of a setting sun
as our background. We didn’t however want a setting sun on stage all the time, even
though it was in almost every thumbnail and sketch I made from our first meeting on. I
knew there were ways to build scenery so that parts of it were accentuated or blended
together depending on lighting. In order for my ideas to work I needed to depend on
Hoey to work these scenery features into his lighting design. This is when I sought out a
collaborative meeting with Hoey to discuss my ideas and how they could work best with
lights.
A flat is a two dimensional piece of scenery, most simply a rectangular wall.
They are constructed of a frame, commonly wood or steel and covered in a skin,
commonly either muslin or a thin plywood like lauan. A muslin covered flat is called a
soft flat and a wood or other sheet good material covered flat is called a hard flat. Each
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has their advantages but with this piece I want to manipulate the opacity of muslin and
the strength of wood. I knew that muslin could be painted in such a way to create a
translucency when lit from behind. It could also be painted to be opaque using a
technique called backpainting. This way I could achieve translucency and opacity with
the same surface material. Hard flats are opaque but also have enough strength to hold
thick texture and unique organic shapes in a vertical position. Flats that have a shape
other than simple rectangles or circles are often called cutout flats. I could apply wood
and foam designs to the front of a hard flat so that light cast from the side accentuated
this texture and therefore the object but direct light from the front would flatten this
design and let it fade into the background. I could also shape this hard flat to have an
organic silhouette. With the RP, black scrim and the right paint treatment this silhouette
could be exaggerated or disappear by fading its edges to black. I made this unit have this
jagged organic outline for two reasons. One reason was this shape looked and felt more
raw and barbaric than a perfect circle. The other reason was because this shield boss
represented defense, and Macbeth’s defenses deteriorate, and were perhaps never that
solid to begin with. Another design element I manipulated was color. By painting subtle
greens and silvers into the mostly grey flat I could make certain portions of the unit
visually pop under certain colored lights. I combined the soft flat and the hard cutout flat
attributes to make the oversized shield boss upstage center. Hoey’s lighting design could
emphasize its foam designs, its perfect wooden circles, its jagged silhouette, or its
translucent center, turning one single set piece into many.
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Levels and Structures
Directors usually ask for levels, especially for shows with large casts like our
Macbeth production. Levels in this case are synonymous with heights. An actor can
minor adjustments in their level by lying down, sitting or standing. A set designer can
drastically change an actor’s level by providing a platform to stand on. A group of 20
actors standing on a stage, even a raked stage, does not create a very dynamic stage
picture. A row of 10 actors at 15 feet in the air upstage right looking down on a couple
clinging together on a narrow five-foot tall pedestal mid-stage left being watched by a
little crouching actor downstage center immediately creates dramatic tension and even a
little bit of story and relationship. In order to create a level a set designer has to create a
structure to sport that level. The question for the set design is “What will that structure
be?”
For Macbeth I considered whether this structure would be topography like the
rocky outcropping and cliffs of Scotland, architecture like the wooden stilt houses I found
in in my Pict research, or theatrically abstracted objects to create a transformable space
instead of a literal place. The raked floor was a combination of the topography of a cliff
and a continuation of the abstraction of the deteriorating metal around the vertical shield
boss. This allowed the stage deck to be the ground of a battlefield, a floor of a home and
the earth of the forest. By masking the infrastructure of the raked deck in black fabric I
used the theatrical convention that black disappears visually on stage. The rest of the
levels depended on architecture. I liked the stilted houses because they showed how man
was trying to harness nature for their own needs yet separate themselves from it, even
though nature was proving itself untamable by the irregularity of these sticks. Being able
18

to cast light out from under these was another area Hoey and I hoped to collaborate.
During technical rehearsal he discovered there was nowhere to mount lighting equipment
out of sight and cast light out from under these platforms so that effect was cut from the
show.
Levels on a stage have to be usable by actors so any difference in level greater
than about 10 inches needs another level in between. This can come in the form of either
steps or ramps. Ramps are difficult to safely traverse while performing unless they are
very shallow, which takes up a lot of room. We had intentionally made our acting area
large so stairs were the obvious choice. The stage right levels were more irregular so
they could serve as natural outdoor settings and intimate indoor settings. The stage left
levels served as our grand entrance and upper drum lair, a place for all the percussion
instruments played throughout the show. What made that side of the stage a grand
entrance was the height and the therefore multiple step descent or ascent of the steps. I
drafted four different versions of those steps, until a former classmate pointed out that the
strongest entrance into the space was a diagonal line from the door to center stage.
That’s when I realized the steps needed to wrap around the platform. I had thought the
wrap would block the visual of the stilts but the need for that strong diagonal was more
important.
This grand entrance needed doors for key moments like Duncan’s entrance into
Macbeth’s home, MacDuff’s discovery of Duncan’s murder, Banquo’s ghost’s exit,
MacDuff’s family’s murder at home, Macbeth’s in and out brooding before his inevitable
death. Exactly how Kern would use this door in the final staging of each scene was not
mine to determine but certain settings needed the barrier and perceived protection that a
19

man-made door provides. I designed it to be double doors opening in the middle to make
for a dramatic entrance for one person and more space for an entrance of many.
The drum lair above the entrance doors was where the playable set surfaces idea
evolved. In my final design presentation the visual presence of the drum was a circle up
above the grand entrance, which we defined as alluding to the ramparts of a castle. At
this point in the production process only one actor was going to play this drum strikingly
from above at heightened moments. The rest of the sound scape was recorded music and
sounds made by stomping feet and weapons striking each other or sturdy scenery. The
instruments in that drum lair grew to include a second drum, a shekere, a crude gong and
a cymbal. Entrances and exits from the drum lair did not need to be seen or connected to
the action on the stage so a hidden ladder served as access to that level.
The acting areas of stage now consisted of a large open playing area in the center,
a subtly leveled and masked entrance on one side and a grand entrance on the other. The
overall composition of the stage picture was balanced and slightly asymmetrical. Kern
had room to stage large battle scenes and banquet scenes with many characters and
specific areas to set intimate moments. No moving scenery existed, so scenes could
tumble into the next without any loss of momentum. Settings would change by lighting,
props and use of space. Entrances at this point were limited to stage right and left either
from behind the scenery or through the scenery. Through many edits and explorations I
had converted Tomlinson into a stage for Kern’s Macbeth.
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Cauldron, Fabric, Apparitions and Projections
The idea of fabric shooting in on a wire as the witch’s entrance was abandoned
but the connection between billowing fabric and the witches was not. Kern still really
liked the idea of the witches’ first appearance being from fabric and I still liked fabric as
an extension of the witches and what they come from. His seeing the apparitions in Act
IV scene I are a turning point for Macbeth. He goes from doubting the witches to seeking
them out for answers. Then the apparitions’ prophesies turn him from a paranoid murder
to him believing he is invincible. These apparitions are conjured out of a cauldron full of
ingredients the witches brewed together under the encouragement of Hecate, the threeheaded deity that empowers them. In early meetings Kern and I discussed these
apparitions and how to manifest them onstage. As with many of the other ideas we had
gotten rid of we also eliminated any idea for the apparitions that used too many moving
parts. We settled on Hecate being made of fabric, emerging out of the cauldron and her
lines and the apparitions’ lines being spoken by the witches in possessed voices. Kern
eventually cut Hecate’s lines from the show but the concept of Hecate remained. The
apparitions would appear on this fabric Hecate by the use of projections. Since Hecate
was made of fabric and was the source of the witches’ magic I thought the witches could
emerge from this same fabric at the beginning of the show.
We now needed a cauldron in which the witches brew up their concoction and out
of which Hecate emerges. At first I figured a round cylinder could roll on stage over a
trap in the floor that could open just for that scene. Again, this was too many moving
parts. We needed something to hold up a figure made of fabric that would be used as a
projection surface. Pick points from above were too cumbersome especially since this
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would need to take place in front of the proscenium where there is no fly system. The
support of the fabric would have to come from below, like a stick puppet. I still believed
the witches could act like Hecate was controlling or possessing them even though in truth
they would be controlling her. These sticks could come out of the cauldron with the
fabric Hecate but the design team agreed that if the witches had staffs as part of their
characters then these could serve this puppet idea, too. Dowse included these staffs in
her costume renderings even though it was ultimately my responsibility to design the
look, function and materials of these staffs. These were then built by one of our props
masters, Jeanette Leh. I had proposed that all we needed for the cauldron was a circular
hole in the floor. Kern was only convinced this idea would work once we discussed the
mimed ingredients and the lighting from the trap and the mysticism of the witches in a
production meeting with everyone. The staffs eventually became a tripod over the hole
completing the illusion.
The addition of projections required the addition of more personnel. I was excited
about adding this feature to the production as it would be a learning experience for me,
but I was also concerned I would not know enough to execute it well. I think Kern had
the same concern. Luckily, graduate student Liz Phillips heard that we wanted to use
projections and were looking for people to help. She was involved in the production as
assistant lighting designer but as a graduate student wanted more ownership and
responsibility. I was thrilled she wanted to take this on but felt consistently throughout
the process that I had shirked a responsibility. She did not feel that way, and in fact
became the projections designer for which I was quite glad. Phillips defined for our team
the need for a designer, technician and operator. In some ways she served as technician
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and in some ways her operator served in that role. Like lighting, in projections there is a
need for a designer to create the content, a technician to set up the equipment and run the
power and data cables and an operator to control the projector during the performance.
Adding projections to our production added a whole new team.

Drafting, Color Model and Painter’s Elevations
Clear communication is key to a successful set design implementation. Written
and spoken words are important, especially how, to whom and when they are used. The
most tangible tools of communication for a set designer are scale drafted drawings, color
models and painter’s elevations. In my undergraduate program I learned to hand draft
and started my professional work doing so. Eventually the time required to make
changes, the fragility of the one paper copy, and the expense of copying vellum plates
and mailing these copies long distances became too prohibitive. I started drafting in
Adobe Illustrator. It is not a software program intended for drafting but I could make
edits quickly and I could create PDF files easily to send to directors in other cities. My
first semester in graduate school I learned a computer drafting software called
VectorWorks. It was developed specifically for industries like theatre. I immediately
learned to draft in three dimensions. For Macbeth I used this software to create quick
simple three-dimensional representations of my ideas to share with the director and the
rest of the team. Once I had solidified the set design I drafted every piece of scenery,
including the furniture, and the theatre itself in three dimensions. I still then duplicated
each individual set piece into separate plates to show three views in one printed page for
our technical director. Our lighting designer was able to take the three dimensional file
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and add digital textures, including scans of my painter’s elevations, to the scenery I
drafted and insert lights into this virtual space. Then he could simulate his design for the
director to see before technical rehearsals. This provided him with more resources and
time to explore his design so that our technical rehearsals could go more quickly and
smoothly.
A quarter inch scaled color model of the set design and scale painter’s elevations
of each piece of scenery completed my design package. The color model is the most
helpful tool for directors, actors and stage managers who are usually not as familiar with
the virtual three dimensions of computer software or orthographic projection drafting as
designers and technical professionals. It also gives everyone the best visual
representation of how the stage will look. The painter’s elevation is created for the scenic
charge artist and includes swatches of all the colors in the set plus any notes on
technique. I provided the printed plates for our technical director along with an
electronic file exported to a format compatible with his computer drafting software
AutoCAD. I provided to our lighting designer a similar electronic file exported to the
version of VectorWorks that he had. I presented the model to the entire production team
and later the cast and stage management team. I stored it in the shop for anyone working
on the production to reference. I handed over the painter’s elevations to the scenic paint
charge artist, Danielle Ferguson, so she could order paint and start to make samples in
full scale before painting the actual set.
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Props
Props is the area with the greatest ambiguity, or conversely, the area with the
greatest need for collaboration. Is furniture a prop or a set piece? Is a pouch for
ingredients a prop or a costume piece? Is a drum a prop or part of the sound system? Is a
working lantern a prop or part of lighting? Is a sword a prop or a specialized stage
combat requirement? Is a fabric Hecate as a projection surface a prop or a piece of
projections equipment? A prop is all of those things, so it becomes everyone’s
responsibility but no one can have sole ownership of it. These questions are all ones that
came up during the design process of Macbeth and continued through the implementation
of all of these designs.
Upon my return from the break between semesters I learned that a professional
props master, Amanda Hatch, had been hired for Macbeth. I was glad to have the
expertise but was concerned for the undergraduate, Jeanette Leh, who had been assigned
as props master. She had taken the props craft class last year and had expressed interest
in being props master on a show this year. We had almost worked together on the trilogy
but her fall semester schedule did not allow for it. She had a particular interest in
fabricating weapons so I thought Macbeth would be a great show for her. Temple
University Theatre Department has a requirement that undergraduates complete a certain
number of contracts to complete the degree and she had secured Macbeth Props Master as
her contract for that semester. I did not want her to loose out on being this production’s
props master for both these reasons. Our production manager, Matthew Miller assured
me that both women could serve as props master. He had visions of how to divide the
responsibilities but I had fears that this would complicate communication and production.
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After completing my script breakdown and designing the set and discussing with
Dan Kern the important objects in the world of the play I made a props list. When I
created my props list I notated what I thought could be create in-house, what needed to be
rented from Hatch’s properties rental company, and what would be provided by
costumes, sound, and fight choreography. Luckily everyone took ownership of what fell
under his or her expertise or found someone who had that expertise. I provided designs
and renderings for the banquet furniture, Hecate and the witches’ staffs, the eventually
eliminated banners and the shields. The only props that did not end up looking the way I
wanted them to were the shields. There were so many factors to the weapons, including
the shields: the expensive given the great number we needed, the safety of stage combatready weaponry and where to store all these during the rehearsal process. Although
having no shields with a center boss, like the one that became the visual centerpiece to
the scenery, meant the connection was lost for the audience I knew that safety, budget
and practicality had to win.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

Design implementation is the part of a set designer’s job that cannot be simulated
in a classroom setting. It is the time to find out if all those ideas on paper and in
miniature will work and serve the live performance. Although the bulk of a set
designer’s work is done there is still a lot of communicating, flexibility, solution finding,
and creativity to come. Some designs cannot be finalized until prototypes or the actual,
full sized objects are made, especially anything with moving parts. The most movable
parts are actors. If the set does not serve their telling of the story then you do not have
theatre, you have a really big sculpture installation in a theater. Often these changes are
solved by technical directors and props masters but if a set designer has a good working
relationship with the people on the production team then she is an effective part of the
process because it ultimately affects her design. As a graduate student at Temple
University my assistantship is working four hours every weekday in the scene shop.
Therefore I get to know everybody working on the scenery and am always there to
answer questions. Pedagogically this is a challenge because we are trying to learn how to
communicate through our design package so that others can build our designs and we can
move on to design the next one. Laine, our TD, and supervisor during shop hours,
worked to keep me off projects that would allow me to cut corners in communication by
just doing it myself.
A change to how the set served the show happened during rehearsals. Kern
decided different scenes needed more variety of character entrances than the four we had
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agree upon. He started blocking the show, determining the movement of the actors in the
stage space, using entrances from the house and the pit. Kern and our fight
choreographer, John Bolomo, decided to include exits in battles scenes that were actors
falling into the pit. Kern communicated these changes to me and I in turn communicated
them to Laine. I did not like these changes at first because I thought entrance from the pit
implied entrances from the underworld and entrances from the house destroyed the
feeling of the stage as a precipice. However he was the director and I could tell his need
for tumbling scene changes and change of setting superseded my concepts. Laine and I
agreed upon stock black step units. This worked for me because I considered these steps
outside the set and therefore outside the world of the play. He procured a gymnastic mat
for safe falling-into-the-pit exits.
One of the features of the design was the stilt houses. Conventional theatre
platforms can be legged to any height but then need lots of cross bracing to make them
stable. I had asked Laine if it was possible to make platforms that did not require any of
this cross bracing. He said stressed skin platforms would work. I had just learned about
stress-skinned platforms that summer between my years at Temple. The concept is that
by securing a plywood skin with adhesive to both the top and the bottom of the platform
the framing members of the platform cannot bow, so therefore neither can the skin. This
also allows the legs to be fastened to the top skin and bound by the bottom skin thereby
there is no freedom for the leg to wiggle. Laine engineered these platforms to have the
stilt look I designed but for structural integrity also had to be built perfectly square, flush
and plumb. I tried to rough up the edges of these platforms with a belt sander but could
not make them look as raw as I wanted. Another reason they had to be perfectly smooth
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on top was that the actors were barefoot. Part of Dowse’s costume concept for these
barbarians was that they were barefoot. Our actors were not as tough-soled as the
characters they played and actor safety was more important that platform rawness. We
did our best to visually rough up the edges with a paint treatment.
I designed the stage deck to be raked, but all of the platforms and steps to be
level. That meant their legs had to be counter raked. This required specific calculations
on the part of the TD. Although the first counter raked platform was built five inches too
short, it was a consistent discrepancy, the error was figured out, rectified on the rest of
the platforms and Laine found a way to fix the first platform’s legs. The raked deck itself
also required engineering as it spanned the stage, the pit, the curved half wall around the
pit and the house. This meant simple gates could not be built to run the depth of the
deck. A gate is similar to a stud wall with an angled top. Laine engineered multiple
gates to fit the three different levels of floor and fit within and around the curved wall.
He also allowed for the flexibility to set the pit height during the installation once I had
solidified the trap door and Hecate puppet details.
The unit representing the shield boss was a challenge to frame effectively and was
extremely heavy. I had designed its shape to have two pick points that disappeared
behind a border. A border is a horizontal piece of masking near the top of the
proscenium opening. My hope was that the shield boss could be framed out of steel and
could be supported by these two points from above. Laine informed me that the frame
would not be built out of steel and even if it were, steel would not support the shape.
There need to be two vertical lines from top to bottom. I knew this was true if the piece
was going to fly in and out, which is down and up in a theatre fly system, but I had not
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known this would be true for a stationary piece. Other solutions existed but not with the
space we had. I accepted that there would have to be aircraft cable showing. He
minimized where it would show and I am probably the only person who noticed these 2
eighth-inch thick black lines. Our scenic artist drew the shape of the shield boss onto
lauan that our carpenter then cut out and framed together. The carpenters noticed some
discrepancy between the painter’s elevation and the shape drawn on and cut out of the
lauan. They only noticed this when they went to cut out the wood layers for the perfect
circles, so the perfect circles did not match up properly with the organic shapes cut out of
the lauan. It was too late to redraw and cut again so I was called in to make some
adjustments. The next challenge for the carpenters was to frame the backside of this unit
from underneath while it was propped up on sawhorses and blocks. They did a beautiful
job with this tedious task.
My intention was for the architecture of this set to look like it was made from logs
and branches. I built my model from tiny sticks and I took the time to draft irregularity
into the individual sticks that made up the walls of the set. I compromised on the
irregularity of the sticks used to build the walls of these stilt houses. Philadelphia is not
an area to procure natural, un-milled logs. Shipping them in from Maine or Oregon was
beyond our budget. My advisor Fred Duer, Laine and I brainstormed about other sources
for relatively straight but natural sticks. Duer and Laine had seen landscaping poles at
Home Depot and proposed we use those. I liked their round edges as opposed to two-byfour lumber but they were still too straight. Duer also found carpet tubes to encase the
four-by-fours Laine had used for the legs under the platforms. This would make the legs
look more like the logs I drafted and used in the model. I would compromise on the
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roundness of the legs under the platforms but not on the branches for the walls. Kern
informed us that he was getting a tree chopped down on his property that had fairly
straight branches. Our production manager and technical director transported these to our
scene shop. It was not enough to make all the walls in the set, but in combination with
the landscaping poles it provided enough roughness and organic line to get close to the
look I designed.
There were three days of build time lost to snow storms during Macbeth. Because
of this I let some imperfections happen. One such instance was the square legs below the
platforms, instead of insisting on using the carpet tubes to make them round. Paint
treatments often get rushed when build time is lost. This was the case on the shield boss.
Laine needed to get the shield boss vertical before the actors could be in the space.
Rehearsal time was also lost to these snow storms so Kern wanted to make up this time
on the raked stage and levels because a few hours on the actual stage was far more
valuable than full days in the rehearsal hall. The electricians needed dark time in the
space to focus the lights. It is fairly common for all of these conflicting needs to happen
at the same time as technical rehearsals approach. Ferguson was painting until the last
moment of the day we needed to get the shield boss vertical so that the scene shop, actor
rehearsals and electricians could share the coveted weekend hours before tech week.
Tech week is the term for the week of dress parade, technical rehearsals, dress rehearsals
and previews. Once we got it vertical, using motorized chains secured to the grid three
stories above the stage floor and a lot of manpower, I could see the painting was not only
incomplete, but also inaccurate.
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The platforms and walls still needed to be painted and the floors sealed. The
sealing layer is important because the actors walk all over the platforms and would
damage the paint treatment without it. Finishing the wall paint treatment is important so
the lighting designer can see what his lights look like on the set. These were Ferguson’s
priorities. We were able to get the center translucency painted and attached to the rest of
the flat in time for first tech. The colors were a bit off but they had done a nice job
getting the translucency and my perfectionism wasn’t going to gain us anything. The
shield boss was my priority because it was the central visual piece and its versatility
determined the change in settings. I wanted to trust Ferguson would get it all painted
correctly in time, as she assured me she would, but I wanted to see at least part of it
painted correctly by first tech, so I painted some of it myself. I hoped it would serve as a
sample for her and she could finish the rest. She continued painting the other set pieces
and the weekend of the bulk of the tech process arrived. Temple’s usual production
schedule includes four hours of a cue-to-cue on a Friday. A cue-to-cue is when the actors
and all technical elements, lights, sound, sets, projections go through the show
concentrating on any light, sound, scenery or projection change; each change is called a
cue. Saturday is 10 hours of the same, spread out over 12 hours to include breaks, called
a ten-out-of-twelve. Sunday consists of six more hours of tech or hopefully the dress
rehearsal of the show with all technical elements plus costumes. I had to sit through
these 20 hours of technical rehearsal with the shield boss not finished, getting a note from
the director at the end of each day that the shield boss did not look right. I assured him
that the paint treatment was not done yet and could not be done until Monday.
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Ferguson’s schedule meant she could not work on the set very much on Mondays. She
still had other parts of the set to finish painting so I finished painting the shield boss.
Projections were a new collaborative area for me, so it was a new territory of
communication. Liz Phillips was designing the projections but needed to have the Hecate
fabric to test how the projections looked on this unique surface and on the specific color.
Hecate was slowly being built by Leh and edited by me as we figured out how it would
be set up by the crew, lifted out of the cauldron, and held by the witches as a projection
surface. I would coordinate who had the fabric based on who needed to take the next step
in its development the soonest. Using this same material as the fabric from which the
witches emerged at the beginning of the show proved ineffective. Having to make
Hecate’s head detachable proved too complex. The clips sewn into the fabric for the
purpose of attaching it to the witches’ staffs were in the way. Plus the material wasn’t
wide enough or sheer enough for Kern’s desire effect. Not using it for the beginning of
the show also meant we could keep the fabric for sewing and for projections test. During
the end of the technical rehearsal process we bought fabric better suited to this specific
beginning-of-the-show moment. I also redesigned the swag of the Hecate fabric after the
first dress rehearsal to better serve the projections. Phillips figured out the distance for
the projector and its placement in the theatre. I was concerned it was too far off center
but that was the necessary projector position. Last minute changes are inevitable in a
creative process, which is why a set designer needs to stay involved until opening night.
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION

In my evaluation chapter I will evaluate my design as it relates to the production,
its success and its shortcomings. I will also describe the lessons I learned and
affirmations I gained as a set designer through this production process.

Shortcomings of the Design
The platforms as discussed in the previous chapter were smoothly rectangular for
structural integrity and safety of actor’s bare feet. The rest of the scenery was rough and
had an organic silhouette. These did not match. By the time I recognized this flaw there
was not enough time or money to drastically change it. I decided to partially solve this
with paint. I had worked hard to make sure the shape, paint treatment and texture
treatment of the shield boss was well executed, and that the walls maintained some
texture and irregularity as set forth in the design. I should have given as much attention
to the texture and silhouette of the platforms during my design development. I had
however designed that look into the furniture, but figured it was too costly and time
consuming on all the platforms. The platforms are visible for the entire play and are
arguably more important than the furniture used for only one banquet scene. I could have
achieved the half round log look similar to the furniture on the underside of the platforms
with strips of rounded over foam. See Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Furniture and Platform Design Discrepancy
The grand entrance could have been more grand. The doors were too thin.
Everything else in the architecture was rough and heavy; the doors should have been so
also. The inside wall behind the doors should have been stick walls to match the rest of
the architecture. Instead I decided to just hang black fabric to save time and money. I
should have been forced into that decision by a TD. That kind of shortcutting makes the
set look amateur. I learned during my oral defense that the director would have liked the
steps up to the doorway to be deeper. I was hesitant to do this because it would have
taken up more of the open playing space but perhaps deep steps could have become
usable levels as acting space as opposed to just steps.
The lack of shield bosses on the prop shields made the center oversized scenic
shield boss obscure and unconnected to the world of the play. It was an interesting piece
of scenery and an effective way to change mood and setting. However for an audience
member with no background knowledge of what a shield boss is it could seem random. I
think the design and production team, cast and crew thought it was cool but I think it
would have served the production more effectively if the audience had had some idea of
what it was.
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Successes of the Design
The shield boss was a versatile single piece of scenery. We were able to make it
glow an intense red in the center in scenes of great emotions, especially those around
power. We were able to make the center circle of “jewels” glow an almost transparent
yellow to look like a window. Its deteriorating silhouette looked barbaric and war-torn in
scenes of battle or murder. We were able to accentuate its texture in exterior scenes and
flatten it to a wall in interior scenes. The shield boss served as a centering symbol of
power.
The composition and spatial arrangement of a central backdrop, a grand entrance
encouraging a strong diagonal and a mirroring but subtler arrangement of levels with a
large open space in between served Kern’s vision of the staging of this production of
Macbeth. The options for entrances allowed for his desire for quick intersecting scene
changes. The simple architecture built from natural materials made the scenery serve as
both indoors and out. The existence of an exaggerated scale object transported the
audience to an imaginative state where they could concentrate on the meaning of a
specific moment rather than realism of time and place. The continuity of style between
costumes, props, scenery and sound kept the audience engaged with the reality created on
stage by the actors.

Lessons and Affirmations
Some of my lessons and affirmations had to do with design specifics. Most had to
do with how to do the job of being a set designer. I will start with the design specific
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lessons. One of the spatial calculations I had to do in my design process was figure out
how my levels and steps were going to work out both on the raked deck and to the level
stage floor. I realized the first and lowest step had to start where the raked deck height
was zero relative to the permanent stage floor, since that’s the height my escape stairs had
to reach. Then, given the rise to run ratio (height to depth ratio) that is comfortable for
average humans, and the size of the egress area, I determined my step height had to be
nine inches instead of my usual eight. This is still within the comfortable rise to run
ratio. On stage left, the grand entrance called for deeper steps then my usual 10 inches so
I decided to go with 12 inches. Then I realized this really helped my calculations because
the rake’s rise was one inch over a distance of one foot. I was now creating steps with a
nine to 12 rise to run ratio. These steps did not seem that deep in reality and now I will
break from my usual eight to ten rise to run ratio in future designs.
The second design specific lesson was about projections. I learned about throw
distance and how that relates to the lamp and lens of the projector. I found out about the
necessity of keeping some projector models level so as not to over heat the lamp. Phillips
explained the content file versus the image controlled by the operator via a software
program called QLab. The clarity of the images was better than I expected on a piece of
fabric not intended as a projection surface and held awkwardly high by actors. I’m not
nearly as intimidated by the process of using projections as I was, although I will still
seek out the advice and help of experts when I use them again.
The more meaningful lessons and affirmations were about interpersonal relations,
handling stress and effective communication. Doing this design process during the
busiest semester of graduate school was the most challenging but the actual purpose of
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doing a thesis production. I had to be efficient with my visual communication because
there was not time to spend hours and days on renderings, drafting and models. The
theory is that I had learned how to rendering in perspective, draft in three dimensions,
build models to scale. Now I had to produce ideas and visuals between teaching,
homework, grading, preparing lectures, building and painting in the shop, attending
rehearsals and production meetings for another set design, as well as making changes for
challenges in that production, attending classes and maintaining my sanity as a human
being. It was easy to get stressed and I did. In doing so I learned how to manage that
stress. There were times I questioned the worth of all this work and stress. When it was
at its worst I would realize it was not worth the work and stress.
I found ways to work more efficiently and stay focused to be more productive. I
discovered I enjoyed being focused and working hard. I also enjoyed being free to enjoy
other activities and stay balanced. Stress came from trying to do too many things at once.
Much of the stress would go away if I remembered the real objective: to collaborate
creatively. I would get discouraged when so many of the ideas and visions were Kern’s
and not mine. When I remembered that that is his job, he is the director, I would set to
work finding ways to creatively enhance his vision. I would get frustrated when someone
was not doing his or her tasks as I envisioned. If I focused on the creativity of this person
or how we could collaborate or at least relate to each other, then the interaction would be
positive. This brings up the value of achievement versus relationships, an often-noted
difference between men and women’s values. To me, fostering a valuable work
relationship or managing an inner struggle is a greater achievement than an externally
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validated design. Enjoying a career in theatre is about enjoying the people and the
process; it is certainly not about the fame or the money.
Deferring to experts is not the same as shirking responsibility. A couple of
instances in the process of Macbeth taught me that. I would get so frustrated when I
thought other people were not doing what I considered to be their job. I did not want to
be that kind of irresponsible person. When I had a question about the feasibility of an
idea I have no problem asking Laine. When it came time to assign hanging positions of
the rear projection screen and scrim I wrote on my ground plan drafting “To Be
Determined By John Hoey” because I knew he would know better than I and wouldn’t
know until he had more information about other factors that he could not get until after
my deadline. But when it came to weapons and projections for some reason I felt I had to
figure out everything. By continually offering to create the projection content, I probably
made Phillips think I didn’t trust her or value her work. Once I could see that my
involvement in weapons discussions or projections meetings was more hindrance than
help, I stepped back.
Who to communicate with, as well as how and when, is a lesson re-learned with
each new production team, hopefully more quickly each time. In the process of
designing the trilogy I learned the importance of communicating with your stage
manager. I greatly value stage managers and all that they do. In a design like mine for
the trilogy, with so many small moving scenery pieces, the stage manager has a much
better understanding of their placement and function than the director does. Especially in
a trilogy with three different directors that didn’t necessarily see the production in the
same way, communicating directly with the stage manager kept me better informed. In
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the case of Macbeth I leaned too heavily on the stage manager for communication
between the director and me once rehearsals started. For instance, the director requested
fabric to work with for the opening moment with the witches. I gave some to Beecher,
the stage manager, for them to use in rehearsal. My intent was for them to experiment
with it and get back to me about its size, opacity and general function and I would try to
make the Hecate fabric serve in the same or better way. When I did not hear anything
from anyone over the next couple of weeks I figured it was cut from the show or the
fabric was exactly what he wanted. I found out during technical rehearsals that Kern
never saw this fabric. I should have followed up giving the fabric to Beecher with direct
communication to Kern. Early in the rehearsal process I would respond to rehearsal
report notes about scenery back to Beecher, the person who wrote them. For some
reason, I noticed I would communicate directly with all other members of the team on
issues pertinent to them but once rehearsals started and Kern and I were not having
design meetings anymore, I was not communicating directly with Kern. I think it was a
survival tactic I learned during the tumultuous trilogy. I’m glad I unlearned it during
Macbeth.
The affirmations I felt during the process of this production were my flexibility to
changes; ability to find solutions and move forward instead of dwelling on fault; open
creativity without worry of appearing to be wrong or have a bad idea; time management;
and recognizing what was productive or beneficial to me to focus on and what was best to
let go. All of these strengths help me as a designer and remind me to keep going when I
feel like I am failing or suffering. A greater purpose exists. The greater purpose for me
in this production was education, mine and the students' around me. I sought out my
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MFA so that I could one day teach at a university. Each struggle I had could be a
learning experience for someone if I could figure out how. The added steps of doing a
production in an academic environment are valuable when anyone learns from them, and
that happens best with intentional facilitation.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

“It’s like trying to sew a rhinoceros to a jellyfish.“ So said a scenic artist I once
worked with as she dealt with her charge of connecting painted muslin to silky fabric to
create a backdrop. She was right and her metaphor was the best description of the
challenge of theatrical set design. The jellyfish is elusive and the rhinoceros is inflexible.
And both have to come together. For me, the jellyfish is the artistic side of being a set
designer and the rhinoceros is the technical side. Knowing how and when to sew them
together is a constant growing process. My years in the graduate program at Temple
University’s Theatre Department have helped me develop both my jellyfish and my
rhinoceros and the ties that bind them together.
My very first day on campus I met Daniel Boylen, the scenic design professor for
the department at the time. I had hardly met him during my live video interview a week
before. My arrival at Temple had been a whirlwind. I found a posting for a graduate
assistantship on the internet, applied to it, went camping, had a clairvoyant moment on
the shores of Lake Superior that this was going to happen, was asked to interview via live
video, interviewed, was offered the position and accepted it, all within five days. Here I
was, a week later, in a city I never been to before, not quite registered as a student,
something I had not been in 13 years, about to start a journey I was still not sure could
happen. The circumstances around my opportunity required that I complete the usually
three-year program in just two. The recruiting faculty believed I had the experience to do
so but a lot of details and paperwork still had to be figured out. I started graduate school
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that day in good faith that this would all work out. Daniel Boylen was starting his last
semester as the full-time scenic design professor after 40 years at Temple University. We
were on opposite ends of more than one spectrum.
His words to me that day were something along the lines of, “As a set designer,
for each show you’ve got to figure out what is in it for you. Or else, why do it?” This
went against everything I had been taught in my undergraduate program, and how I had
proceeded through my professional productions. I had been taught and believed that as a
set designer I was serving the production. His words really irked me, perhaps because he
was right. I had gotten pretty burnt out on theatre and if I was going to survive the
intensity of the next 21 months, I was going to have to figure out what was in it for me. I
struggled greatly with this. After a year of the program I declared:
It has been the hardest year I've ever known. Harder than biking 1,000
miles in three weeks, harder than losing 70 pounds over 15 months, harder
than working four jobs and sleeping on friends' couches to get by, harder
than 4 tens [ten hour days per week] as a carpenter with a two hour
commute by bus and foot while designing multiple shows in my time off,
Harder. And the hardest nine months are ahead of me.
It was harder because the whole time I was questioning if I wanted to do it and why I
wanted to do it. I was right; the next nine months would be even harder. They also
became easier because I learned to find what was in it for me. Sometimes it was a
technical skill; sometimes it was a friendship; sometimes it was to let myself play as an
artist; sometimes it was learning to keep going even when I did not want to; sometimes it
was to teach. Teaching is why I came to graduate school and facilitating learning for
someone else is what brings me fulfillment.
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Andrew Laine said to me during my first year at Temple, “Design something you
don’t know how to build”. I had often been my own TD or designing for theatres with
small budgets, which meant affording TDs with less technical knowledge than myself.
This advice opened up my creativity as a designer. In the process of Macbeth it meant I
could sit in design meetings with the director and imagine or sketch ideas freely. I could
then come to Laine later and ask “Can we make these fingers rotate?” or “Can we make
this fabric fly fast enough on these cables?” He would be open to my suggestions but
more importantly would teach me more technical solutions, which in turn opened my
mind to more creative ideas once I knew how a design could work. Or perhaps he would
take the solution finding off my mind so I could go wild with what I wanted it to look
like or how it needed to function and not worry if it was possible. Either way, it
improved me as a designer.
The summer between my academic years at Temple I had to design sets for shows
and present that process to the faculty as part of completing in the MFA degree into two
years. The faculty told me I had to design one show that was of the caliber of a Temple
University Theatre Department production, but no one could give me concrete
benchmarks by which to evaluate this caliber, so I found three productions. The reality
of life is that I also need to have a paying job for the summer because designer fees at my
level were not going to pay the bills. I decided to invest in a possible future in
Philadelphia and I was already living temporarily here for school, so to add a third home
just for the summer was ridiculous. Therefore I found a job locally as a TD for a summer
season of seven shows performed within six weeks. I served as set designer on two of
those shows. They were children’s theatre productions and they were large musicals. In
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an interest to diversify my portfolio and experience, I then accepted an offer to design
Harvey, a straight play, for the Howmet Playhouse in Whitehall, Michigan. Harvey is a
play that requires architectural detail, realism and a traditional box set. These are all the
kinds of set design I try to avoid.
I had a summer lined up full of the kind of theatre I was going to graduate school
to move beyond: children’s theatre, being my own TD, and box sets. I had to figure out
what was in it for me and keep sewing rhinoceroses to jellyfishes. What was in it for me
was gaining both soft skills and hard skills, to borrow experiential education terms.
Examples of soft skills are communication, group management or conflict resolution.
Examples of hard skills are welding, bicycle maintenance or kayaking rescues. One
important soft skill I learned was the importance of helping co-team members feel like
they are part of decision-making processes. One valuable hard skill I developed was
three-dimensional drafting. I spent many hours drafting in three dimensions for both
construction drawings as a TD and designer drawings as a set designer.
On the subject of rhinos and jellyfish, both grew via my three designs that
summer. My Son Pinocchio, Jr. and Willy Wonka, Jr. challenged me as an artist and as a
collaborator. The design schedule was so quick and concurrent with the very busy end of
the semester; I did not have time to worry about the technical questions then. My TD
self, ten weeks later, had to do the sewing together and I still was not sure my Willy
Wonka, Jr. set would stay standing or move correctly until I loaded it into the theatre for
technical rehearsals. Not to worry, it did. On the other hand, Harvey required two very
different box sets in the challenge of a theatre with a half-size fly loft, a difficult to
maneuver hemp rope system and not very much wing space. Coming up with a design
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solution for the set was more technical than artistic and made an otherwise tedious
architectural realism design into a fun puzzle for me.
By my return to classes in the fall semester of 2013 a new full-time scenic design
professor had started at Temple, Fred Duer. He was my new advisor and quite different
from Boylen. I remember thinking at his interview in the spring, “He’s going to
challenge me. I want that, because it scares me.” He also brought a wider breadth of
experience that also included working for a design firm and designing for television. He
became the biggest support I had ever had in a professor. We had nearly weekly
meetings about my challenges within the department, my goals and action steps for my
career, and my thesis process. I was going in so many directions. I had sought out
collaborations with dance in the spring 2013 semester, so in this busiest of all semesters,
fall 2013, I was taking a sculpture class outside the theatre department and working on a
side project with a choreographer MFA student. I was applying to academic jobs for the
following fall, so I was creating my curriculum vitae and writing my teaching philosophy
for the first time. I was designing my first realized production for Temple with a
graduate student first-time TD, and three opposing directors. I was teaching a full college
lecture for the first time. Thankfully, I was utilizing Temple’s free counseling resources
for students. Duer kept me working. Knowing I had someone to bring my next steps to,
kept me doing them.
Duer also gave me a concrete example of a scene design professor. Boylen
retired after my first semester and taught as an adjunct for only our scene design class my
second semester. During my classes with Boylen he had allowed me to engage my
fellow classmates in discussions about their design processes and ideas while he
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observed. I enjoyed the opportunity to practice facilitating learning for others. Duer had
a reputation to create, a tenure to begin. He also had a lot of experience to share. Theatre
design is a rare design field in the modern world that doesn’t rely solely on computers.
The final product exists in an imaginary place, the world of the play, not within a digital
form like movies, websites, television or a commercial realm like interior design,
tradeshows or industrial design. Some professional commercial performing arts are
completely designed with computers but some theatre will always use the human hand to
create it. Duer teaches us both hand and computer skills and combinations of both. I had
been doing this before graduate school but in my time at Temple I learned new software
programs and had lots of practice with needing to draw quickly and effectively by hand.
Since teaching a collegiate scene design curriculum was my goal in earning my MFA
Duer was a great role model for both what to teach and how to be a mentor.
As my final semester draws to a close I take stock of what I learned and gained
during my time at Temple University and answer “What is next?” I learned a lot about
computer drafting and gained a lot of experience using it. I learned what I believe is
valuable and counterproductive about producing theatre in an academic setting. I had the
wonderful opportunity to teach college-level theatre courses and in turn learn what I love
about facilitating learning and what I dislike about the bureaucracy of formal education.
Changing what I can and accepting what I must will be continued challenges. I had many
instances to practice working effectively with challenging people and circumstance. I
gained skills related to sewing, building elevators, using projections and making puppets.
In both formal and informal settings I had many chances to present my ideas. My plans
for the future include using all of these. Although there may be a few more steps before I
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get there, being a college professor in an area of the country full of other opportunities to
keep life balanced is my ultimate goal. I am eternally grateful to the Department of
Theatre at Temple University for my Master’s of Fine Arts.
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